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Progressive understandings of 

Jesus 
 

On 18 May the second in the series of four 
programs on implications of progressive 
Christian understandings focussed on 
Jesus. The leadership team used a variety 
of processes including printed notes, short 
presentations, small group discussion, time 
for individual reflection and writing personal 
implications displayed so that everyone 
could reflect on the insights of other 
participants.                                                   
A small selection of individual “implications 
for me” is on the following page. 
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“Religiously literate and radical communities ” 

In a recent review article quoted on page 3 of this newsletter, a highly respected Catholic 
commentator addressed the challenge faced by the Catholic Church in light of some of the 
changes in the Church and in society, particularly for young people. He writes, “The  
Catholic challenge will be to shape pockets in which religiously literate and radical 
communities are formed around the symbols of faith. Its contribution to a more humane 
society will be made by joining other small groups in keeping alive the sense of 'something 
more' and by passing on the craft of finding the words, symbols and silences that catch it.” 
(Andrew Hamilton, in The Conversation. 28 March 2017) 

Each part of Andrew Hamilton’s statement resonates for the Progressive Christian Network 
of Victoria: 

• Religious literacy is a core part of the vision of progressive Christianity. How can 
we share more widely, contemporary understandings of our Christian heritage so 
that it is more accessible to people immersed in secular knowledge of the world? 

• Radical communities, or at least communities that involve people in reflection and 
action about the realities of life today, are among the most frequently mentioned 
‘hopes’ of people involved in PCNV. 

• Keeping alive the sense of ‘something more’ has become an emphasis in 
requests for greater focus on ‘spirituality’ for living rather than scholarly knowledge. 

• Finding words, symbols, silences, music, rituals and other experiences that 
express ‘something more’ is an ongoing search. 

PCNV invites members to assist the Committee to plan for effective ways to 
respond to these challenges. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF PROGRESSIVE 
CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDINGS OF 
JESUS 

The PCNV meeting on 28 May was the 
second in the series on implications of 
progressive Christian understandings – this 
time about Jesus. 

The program started with people talking in 
pairs about their own experiences of 
changes in their thinking about God.  

Then followed a brief reminder (in print) of 
the Nicene Creed as the most widely used 
and respected ecumenical creed from 4th 
century ‘traditional’ Christianity. 

Before the main program presentations 
about progressive understandings of Jesus 
there was a one page summary of the main 
developments in recent scholarship that are 
largely assumed in the very different 
understandings of Jesus by progressive 
Christians when compared with traditional 
Christianity. See page 3 later in this 
newsletter. 

The main presentations were of selected 
quotes from Marcus Borg, John Shelby 
Spong, Lloyd Geering, and Gretta Vosper.  
With printed notes and presentations from 
the leadership team it was clear that there 
are, within these selected writers, ways of 
understanding God that are different from 
traditional Christianity and that these 
understandings have practical implications 
for our personal lives and actions in society. 

Possible implications were discussed in 
small groups, followed by time for individual 
refection before writing one or two 
statements of personal implications. These 
personal statements were pinned to a long 
wall so that everyone could browse the ideas 
of others in a “wall walk”. It was a stimulating 
conclusion to the program. (Those who 
added a name and email address also 
received by email a collated list of the 
personal implications). 

Following are a selection of some of the 
implications that participants identified for 
theIr lives: Numbers(1,(2,(etc.(indicate(implications(
from(the(same(person.(

“Possible implications for me of a 
progressive understanding of Jesus” 
1. It(requires(me(to(respond(to(the(human(

Jesus’(example(by(trying(to(live(a(more(
caring(and(compassionate(life.(

2. It(allows(me(to(be(open(to(thoughts(into(and(
ideas(from(other(spiritual(traditions.(

((

1. Jesus(was(a(movement(initiator.((We(need(to(
constantly(look(at(new(ways(to(relate(to(
God,(to(other(Christians,(to(other(faiths,(to(
the(world(around(us.(

2. Jesus(didn’t(come(to(give(us(a(list(of(‘I(
believes’,(but(a(way(of(love,(of(connecting,(
of(including,(of(accepting.((

(

1. A(progressive(understanding(of(Jesus(as(the(
compassionate(one(leads(to(an(inclusive(
faith(in(connection(with(those(aiming(to(act(
compassionately.(

2. Jesus(as(the(compassionate(one(calls(into(
question(neoGliberal(politics(as(we(work(for(a(
compassionate(society(

(

1. Many(of(the(stories(about(Jesus(and(those(
told(by(Jesus(are(pivotal(for(me.((They(
question(me(and(my(times(and(I(question(
them(and(then(I(move(into(life(and(decide(
how(to(live(responsibly(today.(

2. I(cannot(make(Jesus(responsible(for(me,(but(
like(him,(I(must(take(responsibility(for(how(I(
live(in(community.((

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

1. For(me(to(be(less(concerned(about(things(in(
life(which(I(feel(compelled(to(pass(on(to(my(
family(and(more(focused(on(‘being’(a(
presence(of(Jesus(in(the(community.(

2. To(put(as(much(energy(as(I(am(able(into(
social(justice(issues.(

(

1. To(more(freely(talk(to(nonGChristians(or(
those(who(have(left(the(church.((How(do(we(
broaden(the(discussion(to(fundamentalists?(

2. The(thoughts(presented(today(were(
illuminating;(lots(of(new(info(re(ways(
forward.((Keeping(hold(of(elements(of(
tradition(that(ring(true.(

(



1. My(inability(to(say(the(creeds(is(quite(
legitimate.(

(

1. Inclusivity(–(recognition(of(Spirit(Presence(in(
other(faith(traditions.((Christianity(not(the(
‘only’(way).(

2. Being(a(follower(of(the(Way;(Jesus(as(faithful(
to(his(passion(for(compassionate(justice,(
pointing(the(way(of(fullness(of(life.((Rejection(
of(vicarious(substitutionary(atonement(
theologies).(((

(

1. For(me(the(progressive(position(implies(a(
radical(change(to(the(‘why’(and(the(‘how’(of(
public(worship.(

2. If(we(are(to(pick(and(choose(the(teachings(of(
Jesus,(we(need(to(establish(criteria(for(those(
choices.(

(

1. Valuable(perspectives(for(conversation(with(
family(and(friends(who(are(not(practising(any(
faith.(

2. Clear(summary(which(I’ll(use(in(a(presentation(
to(my(Women’s(Interfaith(Friendship(Group’s(
quarterly(gathering.((

(

 

EMERGING CHURCH                                 
Next meeting on Sunday 18 June at 

5.00pm at Manningham Uniting Church, 
Westfield Drive, Doncaster.                                      
Note the change of venue.                      

Please bring a plate of finger food to 
share.                                                            

The focus will be on the 40 years of the 
Uniting Church’s existence but with 

emphasis on the future 
 

RELIGIOUSLY LITERATE AND 
RADICAL COMMUNITIES 

Writing a review in the email newsletter, The 
Conversation, of a book about the 
contemporary Catholic Church, Andrew 
Hamilton, offered comments that apply to a 
wider range of Christian churches:          
“This intuition — that there is more to reality 
than can be measured and analysed, and 
that it is critical for us to find good words and 

the right tone to commend this intuition — 
forms the bridge to all religious belief and 
ritual, and so specifically to Catholicism. 
Without this intuition faith is sterile. 

(The author) shows that in the Australian 
Catholic Church this was once done through 
strong communal ties in which ritual, 
devotions, scriptural and historical literacy all 
supported words in which to catch the 
'something more and deeper' and to embody 
it as a community in daily living. 

That world has gone forever, and with it the 
bridge over which disengaged Catholics 
might return to their church as a viable 
resting place. As in other tight knit 
communities tribalism faded with affluence 
and equal opportunity, a growing cultural 
emphasis on individual choice and the 
spread of an ideology that valued people as 
economic competitors. In all these cultural 
strands the real is confined to the individual 
and tangible, and words that might reach out 
to something more are ripped away. Poetry 
and religious literacy became niche markets 
in the educational curriculum. 

For young people religious belief has 
become a choice, associated with a 
generous social ethic, but not bound to it 
within a cohesive religious and intellectual 
culture. That makes it a minority choice. … 

The Catholic challenge will be to shape 
pockets in which religiously literate and 
radical communities are formed around the 
symbols of faith. Its contribution to a more 
humane society will be made by joining other 
small groups in keeping alive the sense of 
'something more' and by passing on the craft 
of finding the words, symbols and silences 
that catch it.” 

Andrew Hamilton, The Conversation,          
28 March 2017.                                              
The Conversation is a daily newsletter by 
email offering independent articles. 
Subscription is free at:                              
https://theconversation.com 

(



SCHOLARSHIP ABOUT JESUS 
When anyone describes their understanding of Jesus they make assumptions about sources of 
information about Jesus.  

The leadership team of the PCNV program on “Implications of Progressive Christian 
understandings of Jesus” decided to include early in the program a brief statement about 
the findings of scholars that are generally assumed in the progressive Christianity 
presentations that followed. 

First, there have been centuries of study of the writings in the New Testament: 

• The first gospel (Mark) was written after 70CE, more than 40 years after Jesus’ death.  
• Luke and Matthew used and adapted Mark, plus another common source, more than a 

decade later, in the 80s CE. 
• There are no eye-witness accounts of Jesus in NT writings. 
• It is not possible to write a biography or life of Jesus. The Gospels are not biographies but 

‘message’ texts about the significance of Jesus for geographically and culturally diverse 
communities. 

• Birth stories first appear in 9th decade of the 1st century (in the 80s). 
• There is development in ‘resurrection’ narratives through those years. 
• More understanding of life and religion during the first centuries has come from insights 

from the Dead Sea scrolls  (981 different manuscripts mainly in Hebrew found in 1947, 
1956, and 2017 dating from 3rdC BCE to 1st C CE) and Nag Hammadi codices, incl the 
Gospel of Thomas, in Coptic – found in Egypt in 1945 and translated much later.  

• We have the text of many other ‘gospels’ in addition to those in the NT, for example ‘The 
Gospel of Thomas’, ‘The Gospel of Mary’. 

 

Second: Jesus and his followers were Jews and their scriptures (the Old Testament) 
provide essential references for understanding much about Jesus and his teachings. 

Third:  there has been a large growth in understanding the pervasive influence of the 
Roman Empire on first century followers of Jesus and other Jews. 

• The Roman Empire conquered and ruled ‘Palestine’ in 1st C BCE. 
• Titles used for the first Roman Emperor, Caesar Augustus, who died in 14 CE, included: 

Divine, Son of God, God, Lord, Redeemer, Liberator, Saviour of the World. Any of these 
used by some Jews about Jesus had confronting implications. 

• There were a number of bloody battles between Jews and Romans in the first two 
centuries CE, one being in 66-73CE when a Jewish revolt was brutally suppressed and 
the Temple in Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 CE. The changed relations between 
followers of Jesus and both other Jews and Romans can be seen in the gospels of 
Matthew and Luke compared with Mark, particularly assigning responsibility for the death 
of Jesus. 

 

Fourth: The work of the Jesus Seminar from the 1990s to the present day has been very 
influential for understanding life and religious writings in the first century. A large group of 
qualified scholars, working collegially rather than individually, cast fresh light on Jesus. In 
particular they placed the Jesus message in its historical, social, political and religious context. 
Their conclusions emphasised the significance of the parables and pithy sayings of Jesus for 
people in the troubled world of the first century. 

DRM 



 

The Uluru Statement from the Heart, prepared by representatives of Australia’s indigenous 
peoples gathered at the 2017 National Constitutional Convention, invites all Australians ‘to walk 
with them to a better future’. We encourage making it widely known and discussed.  
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Our  Aboriginal  and  Torres  Strait  Islander  tribes  were  the  first  sovereign  Nations  of  the 
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PRACTICAL(IMPLICATIONS(OF((
A(PROGRESSIVE(CHRISTIAN(UNDERSTANDING(OF(THE(BIBLE(

!
The Progressive Christian Network of Victoria invites you to a series of programs  
that go beyond scholarship to explore implications for how we live. 
 

On four successive programs, each on a core Christian topic, a team of leaders 
will remind us briefly about perspectives of traditional Christianity then focus on 
two progressive Christian perspectives. On April 23 and May 28 the topics were 
implications of progressive Christian understandings of God and of Jesus. 

 

On JUNE 25 THE PROGRAM IS ABOUT PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF A 
PROGRESSIVE CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIBLE 

 

On JULY 23 the final topic will be HOPE 
 

There is probably nothing that divides Christians more than how to understand 
and use The Bible. There has been extensive recent publicity of views shaped by 
a selective and literal reading of The Bible. Containing 66 ‘books’ written in diverse 
ancient cultures over more than 1000 years, The Bible can be used as a source 
for contradictory and even ethically offensive ideas. Yet The Bible is a special 
book for Christians.   
 

Because there is no one perspective that definitively represents progressive 
Christianity, the team will present two perspectives defined by the writings of four 
well-known but very different progressive Christians: 
 

1. Marcus Borg and John Shelby Spong 
2. Lloyd Geering and Gretta Vosper 

 

There are, of course, other possible progressive Christian understandings of The 
Bible, but the ones chosen are recent and widely read authors who will provide a 
range of views that will stimulate you to think about possible implications for you. 
 

In addition to presentations and notes, a variety of processes will give you 
time in groups and for individual reflection to identify some implications 
that matter to you. Some of these will be written and displayed to provide a wide 
range of possible implications for our lives.  
 

If you volunteer an email address, the team will send you within two weeks a 
collation of all the listed implications - a treasure trove for further reflection. Last 
month people identified many implications for their lives. Bring a pen! 

 
Leadership team: Adrian Pyle, Lorna Henry, David Merritt 

PCNV meeting cost is $7 ($5 for members) 


